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**ABSTRACT**

This essay explores the thesis that changes in contemporary society have transformed the work of doctoring and challenge doctors to be physician-healers. Medical advances in the prevention and management of acute disease have wrought a growing population of chronically ill patients whose care obliges physicians to become holistic healers. Holistic healing involves the transcendence of suffering. Suffering arises from perceptions of a threat to the integrity of personhood, relates to the meaning patients ascribe to their illness experience, and is conveyed as an intensely personal narrative. Physician-healers use the power of the doctor-patient relationship to help patients discover or create new illness narratives with fresh meanings that reconnect them to the world and to others and thereby transcend suffering and experience healing. Physician-healers equipped with the attitudes, skills, and knowledge to assist patients to transcend suffering are indispensable if contemporary medicine is to maintain its tradition as a healing profession. In the process, physicians may discover meaningful connections with patients that bring new and refreshing perspectives to their work.


Also, I would like a doctor who is not only a talented physician, but a bit of a metaphysician, too. Someone who can treat body and soul.

Anatole Broyard

During 30 years of teaching family medicine residents, I have witnessed many changes in medicine and the image of physicians. As reflected by television, the warm and understanding Dr Marcus Welby (whose program debut was the year family medicine became a specialty) has morphed into the arrogant, cynical Dr Gregory House. Whereas Welby helped patients struggling with transformations in their lives through the strength of his humanity, House condescendingly rescues them from death by sagacity and technology. This evolution seems to mirror changes in medicine grown more technically sophisticated and powerful while physician morale has plummeted and public trust eroded. What happened?

Contemporary society has entered a postmodern era in which economic, philosophical, and technological advances have transformed medicine, doctoring, and the doctor-patient relationship. A growing service economy rendered physicians “providers,” patients “customers,” and medicine a “product.” A belief in the relativity of knowledge categorizes biomedicine as but one of a variety of legitimate healing models that vie for patients. The authority of the patient’s story of illness now competes with the doctor’s story of disease. Doctors are confronted with medical information garnered from the Internet, often of dubious quality and unrelated to the patient’s clinical condition. A colleague recently reported having a

* All quotes attributed to Broyard in this article are from: Intoxicated by My Illness by Anatole Broyard, copyright © 1992 by the Estate of Anatole Broyard. Used by permission of Clarkson Potter/Publishers, a division of Random House, Inc.
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9-year-old patient request a hypnotic by brand name, thanks to television advertising. The world of contemporary doctoring has changed!

It seems today’s physicians are expected to be an amalgam of Welby’s warmth and House’s brilliance. As advances in the prevention and treatment of acute disease mean more patients suffer longer with chronic diseases, the traditional medical goals of healing and the relief of suffering become more pressing. Thus, we have entered an era in which the many value questions that arise from and cannot be resolved by a purely curative approach to medicine beg consideration. Saving and prolonging life incur an obligation to accompany patients on their illness journeys, to care for their souls as well as their bodies. Yet, medical training hardly equips physicians to help patients with the metaphysical ramifications of their illnesses.

This essay explores the thesis that contemporary physicians are challenged to both cure disease and to help patients holistically heal, to be physician-healers. It is written with the assumption that a greater appreciation of the nature of holistic healing may help physicians more effectively adapt to a changing world. As social and technical change influence medicine, issues of suffering, meaning, and healing are emerging as integral parts of the work of doctoring. Assuming the role of physician-healer may assist physicians caring for suffering patients, particularly the chronically ill, and may stimulate new meaning to their work.

To illustrate my points, I shall use the words of Anatole Broyard, who chronicled his experience of being doctored while dying of prostate cancer. An author, literary critic, and editor, Broyard astutely observed the human condition and captured his observations in vivid prose. An intellectual, hipster, and Bohemian writer who lived in Greenwich Village during the flowering of the Beat Generation, Broyard powerfully reflects the postmodern mentality that influences contemporary doctoring.

SUFFERING, MEANING & HEALING

Holistic healing may be understood as “the personal experience of the transcendence of suffering.” Suffering is personal, individual, and commonly expressed as a narrative. “My initial experience of illness was as a series of disconnected shocks,” Broyard reported, “and my first instinct was to try to bring it under control by turning it into a narrative. Always in emergencies we invent narratives.” Although sources of suffering may be shared in common—eg, the massive loss of life caused by the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami—the particulars of suffering for any individual remain exclusively personal and anecdotal. The conventional expectation of narrative involving a past leading into a present that foretells a foreseeable future is “wrecked” by illness. The present is not what the past was supposed to foreshadow, and the future is too frightening to contemplate.

Because suffering arises from the meaning ascribed to events, it engenders a crisis of meaning as previous meanings attributed to the sufferer’s experience no longer apply. The patient’s suffering must be heard and accepted, as the denial of the patient’s story of suffering and sacrifice is a denial of the patient’s identity as a sufferer. “To the typical physician, my illness is a routine incident in his rounds,” Broyard observed, “while for me it’s the crisis of my life. I would feel better if I had a doctor who at least perceived this incongruity.” Suffering fills the chasm of meaninglessness that opens when the patient’s previously held meaning structures have been destroyed and new ones are yet to be constructed. The physician-healer affirms the sense of meaninglessness conveyed in the patient’s narrative and then helps the patient to create or discover a healing narrative with new meanings that transcend suffering.

TRANSCENDING SUFFERING

Suffering may be resolved if the threat to integrity is removed, distress relieved, and integrity of personhood reconstituted to resume purposeful engagement with the world. Not all suffering can be resolved, and some types are beyond medicine. Still, suffering can be transcended through acceptance, through the creation of new connections with the world, and through finding meaning in the experience of suffering.

Transcendence means “extending or lying beyond the limits of ordinary experience.” It reflects a change in the patient’s relationships to the illness to others, and to the world that results in rising above the suffering previously experienced. It entails flowing with or adapting to changes from the patient’s ordinary experience induced by life cycle events, disease, trauma, or degeneration. Transcendence is categorically different from being cured of disease, and cure does not equate to healing. Transcendence of suffering
through holistic healing can occur regardless of cure, restoration of health, continued illness or impairment, or impending death.9

How does acceptance help patients transcend suffering? Intactness of personhood is forged through attachments to those aspects by which one identifies oneself as a person and defines one’s sense of meaning and purpose in life. The severing of an attachment precipitates suffering as it disrupts the previous sense of personal integrity with its attendant senses of meaning.15,24 By accepting the change and neither pursuing nor rejecting the severed attachment, suffering is transcended.25,26

Acceptance can be assisted by normalizing the patient’s feelings and responses to illness. “It is only natural for a patient to feel some disgust at the change brought about in his body by illness,” Broyard observed, “and I wonder whether an innovative doctor couldn’t find a way to reconceptualize this situation.”1(p48) The physician-healer helps the patient discover opportunities for growth in the most dire of circumstances, and the ability to transcend suffering exists even in the presence of the most frightening of diseases. For example, a substantial percentage of advanced cancer patients report little or no suffering,27 and there is ample witness to the peace evinced by persons who have accepted their impending deaths.28,29

For the suffering patient, acceptance often results in a personal style for handling the illness, as Broyard described: “…every seriously ill person needs to develop a style for his illness. I think that only by insisting on your style can you keep from falling out of love with yourself as the illness attempts to diminish or disfigure you.”1(p25) This style reflects a new sense of identity. “You don’t really know that you’re ill until the doctor tells you so. When he tells you you’re ill,” wrote Broyard, “this is not the same as giving you permission to be ill. You eke out your illness. You’ll always be an amateur in your illness.”1(p17) A new sense of integrity, a new connection to the world and to others, a new way of being emerges.

Suffering is also transcended by investiture with meaning. Because suffering arises in a void of meaninglessness, discovering meaning transforms the experience. “Suffering ceases to be suffering in some way,” Victor Frankl observed, “at the moment it finds a meaning.”60 Thus, the extremely ill Pope John Paul II, unable to perform his Pontifical duties during Holy Week, announced he was “uniting his sufferings with those of Christ”21 and invested his illness experience with a meaning that transcended his suffering. “Meaning,” physician Jeff Kane has argued, “is as central to healing as the skeleton is to the body.”22 Broyard concurred: “Any meaning of illness is better than none.”1(p63)

**HEALING CONNECTIONS**

Sickness separates persons from wholeness with the world as known in health. “My friends flatter me by calling my performance courageous or gallant,” wrote Broyard, “but my doctor should know better. He should be able to imagine the aloneness of the critically ill, a solitude as haunting as a Chirico painting.”1(p42) To ameliorate isolation, the physician-healer becomes a “therapeutic instrument,” providing relationships to “reconnect sick persons to the world of the well.”72 Toward this end, continuity of caring relationships through time and the patient’s feeling of being known are very important aspects of healing.9,33

Therapeutic contact involves a therapeutic alliance facilitated by empathy, warmth, and genuineness.34 Being “heard and accepted” goes beyond an intellectual understanding of the sufferer’s plight. It entails the development of a relationship that links the patient, at a minimum through the doctor-patient relationship, to a community that turns toward a new future despite the changes the patient has experienced.

Suchman and Matthews described the therapeutic relationship as having a “connexional,” transpersonal dimension that bonds physician and patient in “a sensation of wholeness.”35 “I wouldn’t demand a lot of my doctor’s time: I just wish he would brood on my situation for perhaps 5 minutes,” Broyard proclaimed, “that he would give me his whole mind just once, be bonded with me for a brief space, survey my soul as well as my flesh, to get at my illness, for each man is ill in his own way.”1(p44) In connexion, both physician and patient are vulnerable to the risks intrinsic to transpersonal intimacy.33,36 “The sick man asks far too much,” wrote Broyard, “he is impatient with everything, and his doctor may be afraid of making a fool of himself in trying to reply.”1(p54) Yet, sharing vulnerability opens the possibility of a healing connection across the commonality of human woundedness.37

The compassion that fosters a therapeutic alliance and enhances knowledge of another’s suffering is aided by empathy,38 which requires a willingness to suffer some of the patient’s pain in the sharing of suffering that is vital to healing.33,37,38,40 The empathic understanding that ensues from a strong therapeutic alliance allows physician-healers to actively and intentionally guide patients in rewriting their life narratives to affirm normalcy, establish acceptance, discover meaning, make new connections to the world, transcend suffering, and experience healing.9,36,41

Because healing is a process,42 the metamorphosis of the role of doctor to healer is the change from doer to helper,33 from expert problem solver and fixer to servant and companion, an accompanier on the healing journey.
HEALING AND NARRATIVE

The work of healing is often a work of narration, of eliciting the patient’s illness story and then helping the patient discover a new, healing story.19 “Stories,” claimed Broyard, “are antibodies against illness and pain.”1(p20) This narrative work requires understanding the format of illness stories and knowing how to help patients edit their stories. Illness stories reflect descriptions of experiences of devastation, reflection, and response. They portray broad truths of the patient’s experience of illness and life, are interpretable and invested with an emotional core, and must be told in the style of the teller.23

The physician-healer creates a safe environment for patients to reveal their stories by encouraging storytelling.19 Toward this end, physicians must delay intentions to heal and suspend personal views and values so they can enter the patient’s world without bias.23,44 What the sick man wants most from people, according to Broyard, “is not love but an appreciative critical grasp of his situation, what is known now in the literature of illness as ‘empathetic witnessing.’ The patient is always on the brink of revelation, and he needs an amanuensis.”1(p44) An amanuensis is an individual who can skillfully transcribe speech!

How are healing narratives developed? Ultimately, this work is the patient’s, for it is the patient’s healing. To help, physician-healers must be competent in narrative medicine.19,45 They must ground the medical story in the patient’s experience,46 which necessitates a patient-centered approach,47 and they must be curious about their patients’ stories. Curiosity is best expressed through circular questions that directly address the patient’s concerns and invite embellishment of the story.19 “Besides talking himself,” Broyard observed, “the doctor ought to bleed the patient of talk, of the consciousness of his illness, as earlier physicians used to bleed their patients to let out heat or dangerous humors.”1(p53)

Physician-healers also help patients cope with the impersonality of technology by connecting the patient’s illness narrative with the technomedical story. “Since technology deprives me of the intimacy of my illness, makes it not mine but something that belongs to science,” observed Broyard, “I wish my doctor could somehow repersonalize it for me.”1(p57) Helping patients to make this connection, Broyard maintained, allows patients to better own their illnesses. The disease story must be connected with the illness narrative for a patient to create a healing narrative, a style for living with the illness.46

By drawing out the patient’s experience, the connections made in ascribing meaning to their illnesses, physician-healers help patients move through the processes of devastation to reflection and on to a new narrative that increases the ability to respond to the changes wrought by the illness. All aspects of the medical encounter can be used to help patients towards healing.48 Consider the patient who, after years of progressive debilitation with negative workups, wept with joy when finally diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. “Now I know I’m not crazy,” the patient cried. “Whether he wants to be or not, the doctor is a storyteller,” maintained Broyard, “and he can turn our lives into good or bad stories, regardless of the diagnosis.”1(p53)

BACK TO THE FUTURE

As medicine evolves in the postmodern era, the clinical skills needed to manage a growing population of chronically ill patients will become increasingly important. An acute care, subspecialty, curative model of service delivery is insufficient for the needs of the chronically ill.49 Healing requires continuity of relationships to nurture the intimacy that permits the exploration of the meaning of illness.9,33 Toward this end, the Future of Family Medicine’s call for a “medical home” with “patient-centered care,” and a “whole-person orientation”50 is very appropriate—but only viable if staffed by physician-healers skilled in helping patients transcend suffering.

The physician-healer must know how to actively diagnose suffering and explore its origins if detected. Doing so involves (1) direct questioning, (2) appreciating the sounds and sights of suffering, (3) sensing the loss of connection with patients who have withdrawn into their suffering, and (4) empathic identification.48 The diagnosis of suffering is uniquely dependent upon the clinician’s subjective experience, making physician-healers “strange instruments.”51

To manage the shared vulnerability of the close interpersonal relationships of healing, physician-healers must be mindful so they can balance their personal responses to patients with their professional presentation.52 Not allowing their own feelings and views to cloud a clear appreciation of the patient’s experience permits physician-healers to affirmatively witness the patient’s suffering.53 By cultivating such personal insight, physicians can manage any countertransference that is potentially harmful to the healing milieu.54

The change from expert-doer to servant-accompanier requires that physicians attend to how they are with patients as much as what they do for them.44 Empathic connection is not simply a nice relational attribute; it has physiologic impacts.55 The chronically ill and their families need remoralization,46 making the physician-healer a morale catalyst. Physician-healers both cure disease and heal the sick. They use science
to treat disease but draw on themselves to explore the meaning patients append to their illness experience and to guide healing. As evidenced-based medicine guru David Sackett observed: “The most powerful therapeutic tool you’ll ever have is your own personality.”

Whether physicians can be healers in a postmodern era in which medicine is an industry with clinical volumes that curtail meaningful dialogue with patients is a concern. This is perhaps the greatest challenge for contemporary medicine and the central struggle for its soul: Is the heart of medicine to be centered upon holistic healing or upon the adept dispersal of biomedical services as a market commodity? A health care delivery system focused on holistic healing would undoubtedly be tooled differently than our current model. At a minimum, it would promote access to and continuity of care, provide for home visits, equitably reimburse spending time with (rather than doing things to) patients, and provide parity in funding for mental health issues.

Skeptics will note that nothing written here is new. This is true. Whether it is Hippocrates’ hypothesis, “It is more important to know what sort of person has a disease than to know what sort of disease a person has”; or Osler’s admonition, “Care more particularly for the individual patient than for the special features of the disease”; or Peabody’s opinion, “The secret of the care of the patient is caring for the patient”; or Remen’s reflection, “The practice of medicine is a special kind of love,” the principle is the same: healing is stimulated through the medium of close, caring interpersonal relationships. So it has been, so it shall be.

Once, physicians had little to offer patients except the strength of their personalities. With the advent of biomedicine, personality gave way to science and technology. The success of biomedicine requires contemporary physicians to connect personally with patients to heal the illnesses their technology can so stem the tide of physician burnout and restore a sense of awe and mystery to medicine by reinstating the personal power of the physician as a therapeutic agent. As Broyard surmised, “Not every patient can be saved, but his illness may be eased by the way the doctor responds to him—and in responding to him the doctor may save himself…. In learning to talk to his patients, the doctor may talk himself back into loving his work. He has little to lose and everything to gain by letting the sick man into his heart.”

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it online at http://www.annfammed.org/cgi/content/full/7/2/170.
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